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ABSTRACT
This paper extends the development of a self-consistent kinetic description of helically distorted relativistic
electron beam equilibria for free electron laser applications to include particular conditions of beam propaga-
tion, not treated heretofore, which are of considerable practical interest. Radially confined equilibria are
considered for a helically distorted electron beam propagating in the combined transverse wiggler and uniform
axial guide fields described by B0 = Boi, + SB = Boi, - 6Bcosk oze, - 6Bsinkoze,, where Bo =
const., 6B = const., and ho = 27r/ko = const. is the axial wavelength of the wiggler field. It is assumed
that the beam density and current are sufficiently small that the equilibrium self fields can be neglected in
comparison with B. In this context, it is found that there are three useful (and exact) invariants (CL, Ch, C2 )
associated with single-particle motion in the equilibrium field Bo0 , + 6B. These invariants are used to construct
radially confined Vlasov equilibria Fb(CL, Ch, C2 ) for an intense relativistic electron beam propagating in
the z-direction. Examples of both solid and hollow beam equilibria are considered, and it is shown that the
transverse wiggler field can have a large modulational influence on the beam envelope, depending on the size
of SB/Bo and other parameters. In the present work, no a priori assumption is made that the gyrofrequency
(we = eBo/-'bmc) of electron motion in the guide field and the frequency of axial electron motion (L = koVb)
in the wiggler field are well separated. Thus the condition of beam-cyclotron resonance with ub - we can be
treated. Numerical procedures for the determination of boundaries of both solid and hollow beam equilibria
are developed, and calculations of solid and hollow beam boundaries at resonance are presented.
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I. INTRO1UCTION
There have been several theoretical 1-5 and experimental 3 investigations of the free electron laser
which generates coherent electromagnetic radiation using an intense relativistic electron beam as an energy
source. With few exceptions, theoretical studies of the free electron laser instability are based on highly
simplified models which neglect the influence of finite radial geometry and beam kinetic effects, or make use
of very idealized approximations in analyzing the matrix dispersion equation. The purpose of this paper is
to extend the earlier development by Davidson and Uhm 8 of a self-consistent kinetic description of helically
distorted relativistic electron beam equilibria for free electron laser applications to include particular conditions
of beam propagation, not treated heretofore, which are of considerable practical interest.- 14 In Ref. 8,
Davidson and Uhm considered radially confined Vlasov equilibria for a helically distorted relativistic electron
beam propagating in the combined transverse wiggler and uniform axial guide fields described by [Eqs. (1) and
(2)]
BP = Bo ,+6B
= Bok - 6B cos kozZ, - 6B sin kozey,
where Bo = const., 6B = const., and No = 27r/ko = const. is the axial wavelength of the helical wiggler
field. Both solid and hollow beam equilibria were considered, and it was assumed that the beam density
and current are sufficiently small that equilibrium self fields can be neglected in comparison with Bo. Within
the context of this assumption it was found that there are three useful (and exact) invariants (Ci_, Ch, C,)
associated with single-particle motion in the equilibrium field Boi, + 6B. These invariants can be used to
construct radially confined Vlasov equilibria f"(CL, Ch, C) for an intense relativistic electron beam propagat-
ing in the z-direction, including the important modulational influence of the transverse wiggler field on the
beam envelope. In the present work, we remove the restriction imposed in Ref. 8 that the gyrofrequency (W =
eBo/-bmc) of electron motion in the guide field and the frequency of axial electron motion (u = koVb) in the
wiggler field are well separated. The use of this restriction in Ref. 8 made it possible to obtain approximate
analytic expressions for the beam boundaries. Its removal permits the treatment of the condition of beam-
cyclotron resonance, in which uaj c-- w. Numerical procedures for the determination of boundaries of both
solid and hollow beam equilibria are developed, and calculations of solid and hollow beam boundaries at
resonance are presented.
In the process of extending the work of Ref. 8, it is necessary to redefine one of the invariants in order to
consider beam equilibria near resonance. Accordingly, in the present analysis, we denote by C, the redefined
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axial invariant, and by CO the axial invariant defined in Ref. 8. The three exact invariants defined in Ref. 8
(modified as stated above) are given by the perpendicular invariant C1 [Eq.(4)],
C2 2eBo 2eCL= p + pi + 2-(p. - -jmVb + p -6B,
the helical invariant Ch [Eq.(5)],
Ch = PO + I-(p. - lb mVb) + --Br sin(O - koz),ko cko
and the axial invariant C, [Eq.(6)],
( eZ 2_ 2e
cko cko
where p = (pr, po, pz) = -1mv is the mechanical momentum, PO = r(po - eBor/2c) is the canonical angular
momentum, ybmc2 = const. is the characteristic directed energy of the electron beam, and V = const. is
the characteristic mean axial velocity. In the expressions for CL and Ch, we have subtracted the constant
terms proportional to 7bmV without loss of generality. Moreover, for 6B = 0, we note from Eq.(6) that
the axial momentum pz is a constant of the motion, and that Eqs. (4) and (5) yield the familiar invariants,
p2 + p2 = const. and Po = const., for a charged particle moving in a uniform axial field Bo.
The axial invariant CO defined in Ref. 8 is related to the axial invariant defined in the present work by
Cz = (Cz - eBo/cko)2 . The definition of CO in Ref. 8 suggests erroneously that the right-hand side of Eq.(6)
is restricted to non-negative values. By adding the axial and transverse invariant equations and moving all
constants to one side of the resulting equation, one obtains the energy invariant
p' + p, + p = p( = const.,
where p2 is defined by
_eBo eBO - 2ybmVb
ku c ko
The energy invariant of course also follows directly from the equations of motion. We see that the only restric-
tion is that pg be non-negative. If Cz is non-negative and equal to (CO - eBo/cko) 2 , and if in addition CO is
set equal to -ybmV, which is a condition imposed by the form of the distribution functions considered in Ref. 8,
then pg = C_ + (ybmVo) 2 . The essence of the non-resonant approximation made in Ref. 8 is that the second
term on the right-hand side of Eq.(6) is small compared with the first term. In that case, C, is clearly positive.
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In the present work we consider the approach to beam-cyclotron resonance (C, = 0) through positive
values of C. Thus the relation between C, and Co stated above will be used. The necessity of redefining the
axial invariant arises here because the moments of the distribution functions considered in Ref. 8 vanish as
lbmV -+ eBoc/Ck, the condition for resonance.
The striking feature of the present analysis and that of Ref. 8 is the fact that the exact invariants
(CL, Ch, C) can be used to construct helically distorted relativistic electron beam equilibria f2(C±, Ch, C.) of
experimental interest for free electron laser applications. Generally speaking, the two classes of relevant beam
equilibria can be characterized as: (a) solid beam equilibria, and (b) hollow beam equilibria. For example,
equilibrium distribution functions of the form [Eq.(10)
f = Fi(CL - 2-ybmwbCh)G(C.),
where G(C) is a strongly peaked function of C2, correspond to a solid electron beam with non-zero density on
axis (r = 0). On the other hand, the class of beam equilibria described by [Eq.(11)]
fo = F2 (C j)(Ch - Co)G(C.),
where Cb = -(eBo/2c)R = const., corresponds to a slowly rotating annular electron beam with characteris-
tic mean radius Ro. Of course, it is found that the detailed spatial dependence of beam equilibrium properties
(density profile, temperature profile, etc.) depends on the specific functional form of G(C),F 2 (CL) and
FI(Cj - 2-ybmwbCh). It is also found that the radial envelope of the beam can be strongly modulated by the
transverse wiggler field, depending on the size of 6B/Bo.
As a general remark, one of the most appealing features of the recent free electron laser stability analyses
by Davidson and Uhm, 3 Sprangle and Smith, 5 and Bernstein and Hirshfield" for a relativistic electron beam
with uniform density and infinite cross-section is the fact that the influence of the transverse wiggler field is
contained in a fully self-consistent manner in the equilibrium distribution function F = no6(P.)6(Py)G(p,).
That is, when carrying out the stability analysis, the excited electromagnetic and electrostatic fields are treated as
small-amplitude perturbations about a self-consistent equilibrium that includes the full nonlinear influence of
the equilibrium wiggler field. We believe that the present equilibrium investigations and those in Ref. 8 form
an important first step in formulating a self-consistent Vlasov description of the free electron laser instability
that includes the effects of finite radial geometry and also correctly incorporates the nonlinear influence of the
transverse wiggler field on the beam equilibrium.
The organization of this paper is the following. In Sec. 11, we discuss the basic equilibrium configuration
and assumptions. Specific examples of helically modulated relativistic electron beam equilibria are analyzed in
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Sec. III, both for solid [Sec. III.AJ and hollow [Sec. III.B] electron beams.
II. EQUILIBRIUNI CONFIGURATION AND BASIC ASSUMPTIONS
We consider the class of helically modulated relativistic electron beam equilibria propagating in an exter-
nally applied magnetic field
90 = Boz + 6B, (1)
where BO = const. is the axial magnetic field, and
6B = -6Bcos koz, -6B sin koz, (2)
is the transverse helical wiggler field with axial wavelength NO = 27r/k. In the present analysis, we assume
that bB = const. is a good approximation over the radial extent of the beam. In cylindrical polar coordinates
(r, 0, z), Eq.(2) can also be expressed as
6B = 6Be,.+6Bk
= -6B cos(0 - koz)i, + 6B sin(O - koz)O, (3)
where , and bi are unit vectors in the r- and 0-directions, respectively. It is assumed that the beam density
and current are sufficiently low that the influence of the equilibrium self electric and self magnetic fields, E.(x)
and BO(x), on the particle trajectories can be neglected in comparison with the v X BO force associated with the
applied magnetic field in Eq.(1)."5
Within the context of the above assumptions, there are three useful and exact invariants (CL, Ch, C_)
associated with single-particle motion in the equilibrium field Bo , + 6B. These invariants can be used to
construct cylindrical Vlasov equilibria Fo(C±, Ch, C) for an intense relativistic electron beam propagating in
the z-direction, including the important modulational influence of the transverse wiggler field on the beam
envelope. For relativistic electron motion in the applied magnetic field defined in Eqs. (1) and (2), the three
exact invariants are given by 8 the transverse invariant CI
C1 =p + 2A + (P. _-bm b) + 2 . 6B, (4)
+ h a ck ckvrntC
the helical invariant Ch
5
I
Ch = PO + (Pz - bymV) + e6Br sin(O - koz), (5)
and the axial invariant C,
N)= _ - - P - 6B. (6)
In Eqs. (4)-(6), p (pr, po, pz) = ymv is the mechanical momentum, Po = r(po - eBor/2c) is the canonical
angular momentum associated with the axial field B0, ymc2 = (m2 c4 + c2p2)2 is the relativistic electron
energy, -e is the electron charge, m is the electron rest mass, 'Ybmc 2 = const. is the characteristic directed
energy of the electron beam, and Vb = const. is the characteristic mean axial velocity. Moreover, pi is the
transverse momentum, andp_ -6Bcan be expressed asp_ - = -p, 6B cos(G - koz) + po6B sin(O - koz).
Note in Eqs. (4) and (5) that we have subtracted the constant terms proportional to ybmVb without loss of
generality. For B0 = const. and 6B = const., we reiterate that C , Ch and C are exact constants of the
motion for arbitrary wiggler amplitude 6B.
In the limit of zero wiggler amplitude, 6B -- 0, Eqs. (4)-(6) reduce to
C_ p2 + p + o(pz - 'yImVb) = const., (7)
Ch = PO + I (p - ymVb) = const., (8)
C =-p = const. (9)
For 6B = 0, we note from Eq.(9) that the axial momentum p. is a constant of the motion, and Eqs. (7) and (8)
yield the familiar invariants, p2 + p2 = const. and Po = const., for a charged particle moving in a uniform
axial field B0.
There are two classes of helical beam equilibria Fb(CL, Ch, C) of experimental interest for free electron
laser applications. Generally speaking, the two classes can be characterized as: (a) solid beam equilibria, and (b)
hollow beam equilibria. For example, equilibrium distribution functions of the form
fb = F1(CQ - 2-tbmwbCh)G(C.), (10)
where G(C) is a strongly peaked function of C, corresponds to a solid electron beam with non-zero density on
axis (r = 0). In Eq.(10), w6 = const. is related to the mean angular rotation of the beam [Sec. 1111. On the other
hand, the class of beam equilibria described by
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Jo = F2(C)6(C - C)G(C), (11)
where Co = -(eBo/2c)R2 = const., corresponds to a slowly rotating annular electron beam with characteris-
tic mean radius Ro. The corresponding distribution functions considered in Ref. 8 differ from those of Eqs. (10)
and (11) in that, instead of G(C), they contain a function of Co which is strongly peaked around C = Co,
where Co = -ybmV. We shall henceforth denote this function by GO(CO). Of course, the detailed spatial
dependence of the beam equilibrium properties (e.g., density profile, temperature profile, etc.) depends on the
specific functional form of G(C),F(C -- 2ybmwbCh) and F2(CL). In this regard, specific examples of helical
beam equilibria are discussed in Sec. III. As a general remark, it is found that the radial extent of the beam can
be strongly modulated by the transverse wiggler field, depending on the size of 6B/BO and other parameters.
While it is true that beam equilibrium properties can be calculated making use of the exact invariants in
Eqs. (4)-(6), there are useful approximations that can sometimes be made in simplifying the expression for
C, [Eq.(6)] in some regimes of practical interest for free electron laser applications. We now discuss these
approximations, which are used in the detailed equilibrium examples presented in Ref. 8. First, in some regimes
of practical interest, the characteristic transverse momentum p_ of a beam electron is small in comparison with
the characteristic directed axial momentum -fbmVb - pz, i.e.,
Ipil < ymVb. (12)
Second,it is assumed in the detailed equilibrium examples presented in Ref. 8 that the beam axial motion is far
removed from cyclotron resonance. Specifically, referring to Eq.(6), it is assumed that
bmVb- - 2> P -6B0, (13)
cko ck0
or equivalently,
NM Vb |. (14)
where wo and w, are defined by
eBoL = koVb and w, = (15)
mbmc
To assure radial confinement of the beam electrons, the analysis of course assumes B0 0. Making use of the
inequality jp Ij < YbmV [Eq.(12)], the striking feature of that analysis is that the inequality in Eq.(14) is easily
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satisfied even for large wiggler amplitude (6B ~ Bo, say), both in the limits of weak axial field (w2 < W2) and
strong axial field (w2 >> w2). For example, if w2 > W, then Eq.(14) reduces to
____ 6B1 > 24 "' - , (16)
w0okmV6 X1
which is readily satisfied in some parameter regimes of experimental interest. In any case, within the context of
the inequalities in Eqs. (12) and (13), the exact axial invariant CO, defined in Ref. 8, can be approximated by
z
CO= pz- e- pL -6B (7
= c)k(p. - eBo/cko) (17)
where we have taken the positive square root in Eq.(6), which corresponds to C? and pz having the same
polarity. Equation (17) is an excellent approximation to CO in some parameter regimes of practical interest
for free electron laser applications. Moreover, for GO(C?) strongly peaked about CO = IbmVb, with charac-
teristic half-width AC? < ibmV, the denominator on the right-hand side of Eq.(17) can be approximated by
pz - eBo/cko = ybmVb - eBo/cko. Equation (17) then reduces to
CO = P - weP - ,B (18)
which is the approximate form of the axial invariant used in Ref. 8. [Recall that the axial invariant defined
in Ref. 8, namely C?,, is related to the axial invariant defined in the present work by the relation C. =
(C? - eBo/cko) 2 J
In the present work we remove the restriction of Ref. 8 that the axial invariant equation, Eq.(6), be
approximated by its nonresonant approximation, Eq.(18). Thus we are able to consider the behavior of beam
equilibria near resonance (u -~ we). We will find in the next section that the functional forms of beam
equilibria considered will have to be modified from those of Ref. 8 in order to ensure that the beam particle
density does not vanish at resonance.
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Ill. EXAMPLES OF HELICALLY MODULATED RELATI VISTIC ELECTRON BEAM EQUILIBRIA
There is clearly a wide variety of helically modulated relativistic electron beam equilibria that can be
analyzed within the context of the equilibrium formalism described in Sec. II. The relevant choice of
f)(C_, C, C) of course depends in detail on injection geometry, beam quality, etc. For our purposes here, we
consider two simple examples of solid and hollow beam equilibria that clearly illustrate the strong influence of
the transverse wiggler field in modulating the beam envelope. In both cases, for simplicity, it is assumed that the
axial distribution G(C) is cold,
G(C,) = b(C, - Co), (19)
where Co is a constant. When Co is non-negative, we equate it to the quantity (-IbmV - eBo/ck) 2 . This
ensures thatp + pl + p = C + ( bmVb) 2 . In Ref. 8, the equilibria involve, instead of the function of the
axial invariant given in Eq.(19), the function
G0 (CO) = 6(C - ybmV). (20)
In the present work we introduce the notation Go to emphasize the difference between the two functions.
The functional form of Eq.(20) is inappropriate for conditions near resonance because the equilibrium density
profiles near resonance are proportional to [ybmV - (eBo/cko)] and thus vanish at resonance. We can easily
see this by considering the identity
o5If(x)] = Xn(zza) (21)
in which the Xn are the zeros of f(x). The partial derivatives of CO with respect to components of momentum
are proportional to [ybmV - (eo/cko)]-'. In performing the integral with respect to momentum of an
equilibrium distribution function in which G0(C) = 6(Cz - 'ybmVb), we obtain a factor [hybmV - (eBo/cko)].
The partial derivatives of the argument of the delta-function in Eq.(19) with respect to components of momen-
tum are not proportional to [-ybmV - (eBA/cko)]' and thus do not vanish at resonance. We also note that
although the moments of corresponding distribution functions in Ref. 8 and in the present work differ, the
beam boundaries do not differ.
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A. Solid Beam Equilibria
As an example of a helically modulated solid electron beam, consider the case where .f0(C±, Ch, C) has
the fonn [Eq. (10)]
12 = N,6(C L - 2'ybmwbC - 2-ymT )6(C - Co), (22)
where C_ and Ch are defined in Eqs. (4) and (5), C_. is defined in Eq.(6), and N,, wb and tL are positive con-
stants. Note that the dimensions of the normalization constant are those of particle density times momentum.
Equation (22) is a straightforward generalization of the uniform density beam equilibria 12 = (no/r)6(p' +
p0 - 2-ymwbPo - 2-ybmTW)6(p - -ybmVb) previously discussed by Davidson 15 for the case 6B = 0 and
J1 = (no/lr)6(C1 - 2 -ybmwbCh - 2jbmtL)6(C? - -ybmV) previously considered by Davidson and Uhm 8
for the nonresonant case with 6B =, 0.
Before proceeding further, we note that the axial invariant equation [Eq.(6)] does not depend on the
component of transverse momentum perpendicular to 6B. It will prove convenient in the case of solid beam
equilibria to exploit this fact by introducing a particular transformation of momentum variables. We denote
by p, the component of momentum parallel to 6B. The transformation which we consider is (pr, pO, Pz) --
(pa, p2, pz), where (p1, P2, pz) forms a right-handed coordinate system. The relations between the original and
transformed transverse momentum components are
p, = - cos(G - koz)pl - sin(O - koz)p 2, (23)
po = sin(O - koz)pj - cos(O - koz)p 2. (24)
We denote the argument of the first delta-function in Eq.(22) by (CW- 2YbmObCah- 2 bmtL) = K.Introducing
the transformation of momentum variables discussed above, and defining 21/bm = v2 then gives
K(pI, p2, p) = p+ + p ;
- 2Ybmwb (kor)[sin(O - koz)pi - cos( - koz)p,
ko/r4J~~frj - 5 o)
e6B(eBO/2cko)(kor) + (pz - bmVb)+ __(kor) sin(O - koz)
- [(,,bmtb) 2 + (-ybmVb) 2]. (25)
We now evaluate various macroscopic properties of physical interest for the choice of distribution function
in Eq.(22). Consider the equilibrium density profile n2(r, 0, z) = f d p12(CL, Ch, C). Equation (22) gives
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no(r, 0 - koz) = Nf dpd 2dp26(K)6(C, - Co), (26)
where K is defined in Eq.(25). Since the axial invariant equation [Eq.(6)] and therefore the argument of the
second delta function in Eq.(26), do not depend on p2, it is convenient to perform the integration with respect
to p2 first. The quantity K can be expressed in the form
K = (p2 - p20 )2 -o, (27)
where p20 = (-ybmwb/ko) cos(0 - kz)kor and a is independent of p2. 'he condition K = 0 implies
(p2 - p2) 2 = a, (28)
where a is required to be non-negative. We denote the values of p2 which satisfy Eq.(28) by pt, i.e.,
P = p20o+. (29)
Therefore, 6(K) can be expressed in the form
[() 6(P2 - P2') +6(P2 - PT)lUa,(0I(K = -u(a), (30)IaK/OP21p+ PIOP 2 I~ pj
where u is the unit step function. Evaluation of the partial derivatives of K in Eq.(30) gives
6(K) = [6 (P2 - p2  + p2 - P2 u (c). (31)2ai
Introducing this representation of 6(K) into Eq.(26), and performing the integration with respect to p2, we find
no(r, 0 - koz) = N, dpjdpCz - Co) (32)
The integration with respect to p, is performed next. The reason for this order of integration is that the
form of the axial invariant equation [Eq.(6)] is such that p, is a single-valued function of pz, but the converse
is not true. This consideration becomes important as the condition of beam-cyclotron resonance is approached
because the axial invariant surface can no longer be approximated by a plane tangent to the axial invariant
surface at pi = 0, as is done in the nonresonant approximation. We can express the delta function in Eq.(32) in
the form
11
b(C. - CO)= 6(pi - PI) (33)9C./OpiI'
where P, denotes the function of p, which is determined by the axial invariant equation [Eq.(6)] with the
substitution C, = C'o = (tbmV - eBO/cko) 2, i.e.,
[(P - eBo/cko)2 -(bmVb - eBO/CkO)2]
(2e5B/cko)
Evaluating the partial derivative in Eq.(33), we obtain
O(C- - CzO) = 2e 6B 6(pj - ).(35)
Introducing this representation of 6(C, - Co) into Eq. (32) and performing the integration with respect to pl,
we obtain
n = N 26B) d u(5) (36)
where the tilde on a denotes the replacement of p1 by P (p2) as given in Eq.(34).
The quantity & is a quadratic in kor. It is convenient to express it in the form
& = -[a(kor) 2 + (kor) + 3] (37)
where
-bmwb keBo k1y Co2 -mw (38)
ko 1k k11
6  2 yb wb sin(O - koz) 1(P))+ , (39)
.ku.JPI cko
2 = [1( p,)12 + p2 - 1 - 'bmV) - ( ybmvo)2 _ (ybMV 2. (40)
To ensure that the quantity a given in Eq.(38) does not change sign as (0 - koz) varies, we require that
e/cko > NImw/ko, with the result that a is positive.
The function kor(p) determined by solution of the equation & = 0 is of interest because the range of
integration in the integral expression for the equilibrium density profile no(r, 0 - koz) [Eq.(36)] is determined
by the condition & > 0. The solution of the quadratic equation & = 0 is
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kor(p) = - + I( 2 - 4 . (41)
We have chosen the positive sign in the quadratic formula because a is positive. Examination of Eq.(37), which
gives & as a quadratic in kor, indicates that 6 > 0 for 0 < kr < q)r(p) and that & < 0 for kor(p) < kor.
The varieties of behavior of kor(p.) which are significantly distinct are shown in Fig.1. As indicated above,
the regions between the curves and the p2-axis are regions in (p2, kor) space in which 6 > 0. The regions of
pz in which kor(p) is represented as having the value zero are regions in which kor(p) is complex. This occurs
because the discriminant d = (b2 - 4aE) in Eq.(41) is negative. The basis for the cutoff behavior of the curves
in Fig. 1 is easily understood from an examination of the discriminant. We have
d = 4( b",b )2 sin 2 (0-kj.[,P)+eB
__ - cos2(O - koz){ [i(Pz) 2
+ p2 - 2 1 mtob (p2 - yb mV) - (m) 2 - (YbmV)2 (42)
Note that the discriminant is a quartic in pz. Thus the equation d = 0 can have four, two, or zero real roots.
From Eq.(34) we see that, as (p - eBo/cko)2 assumes sufficiently large values, the terms in Eq.(42) which
contain P, (pz) become dominant and d becomes negative. The situation can be characterized by
d . 4 'YbM4 r eBO _ bU)[pp.j +b (43)
for large (pz - eBo/cko) 2. This is the basis for the cutoff behavior of the curves of Fig.1 at the extreme values
of p2. To determine the basis for the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of cutoff behavior at intermediate values
of p, shown in Fig. 1(a), we again consider Eq.(34). The function PI(pz) describes a right parabolic cylinder
in momentum space whose generators are parallel to the p2-axis. The minimum values of P, (achieved for p_ =
eBo/cko) is p,(eBo/cko) = -YbmV - eBo/cko) 2 (2e6B/cko) = -[bmV/(eBo/cko) - 1]2 /(26B/1B). If
this value is sufficiently large in magnitude, d will be negative within a singly connected region of values of pz
near eBo/cko. Again, the situation can be characterized by Eq.(43). Thus, for suitable values of parameters, the
equation d = 0 will have four real roots, and the cutoff behavior of kor(pz) will be as shown in Fig. 1(a). If
P(eBo/cko) is not sufficiently large in magnitude, this will not occur. For suitable values of the parameters, the
equation d = 0 will have two real roots, and the cutoff behavior of kor(p) will be as shown in Fig.1(b) and Fig.
1(c).
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The magnitude of P, (eBo/cko) stated above is a measure of the approach of the system to beam-cyclotron
resonance. The expression for p(eBu/cko) can be rewritten as
~1(eBo/cko) =_ 6B hbmVb/(eBo/cko) 
- 1]2 (44)
eJ)/cko B0  2(6B/Bo) 2  (
The condition for beam-cyclotron resonance is9
(e2 <B)2 < 1. (45)
For experimental conditions of interest, (3B/Bo) < 1/3. Thus, by comparing Eqs.(44) and (45), we find for
parameters sufficiently far from beam-cyclotron resonance, that there will be cutoff behavior at intermediate
values of p,, as indicated in Fig. 1(a). Otherwise, the situation will be as indicated in Figs. 1(b) or 1(c).
Having discussed the basis for the several varieties of cutoff behavior of kor(p), we now proceed to give
prescriptions for the range of integration in the integral expression for no(r, 0 - koz) in Eq.(36) and the radial
boundary of the electron beam. For particular values of kor and (0 - koz), the range of integration in Eq.(36) is
determined by the intersection of a horizontal line at the given value of kor with the regions between the curves
and the p, axis. This prescription is subject to the important restriction noted below.
The radial boundary of the electron beam, Rb(0 - koz), is determined by solving numerically for the
maximum value of kor(pa), i.e.,
koRb = max{kor(p)}. (46){P}
This prescription is also subject to the important restriction noted below.
The restrictions to the above prescriptions for determining the range of integration in no(r, 0 - koz) and
the beam boundary Rb are now given. If for all values of (0 - koz) the curve of kor(p) exhibits cutoff behavior
for intermediate values of pz [as shown in Fig.1(a)J, then it is permissible to consider equilibrium distribution
functions in which particles are present only in the larger (or smaller) simply-connected region of permitted
values of pz, instead of both ranges. The determination of the range of integration in no(r, 0 - koz) and
the beam boundary Rb are then carried out without regard to the other range of values of pz. Note that no
distinction is made between the case of Fig. 1(b) and that of Fig. 1(c).
The justification for this exception is based upon consideration of the set of functions kor(p) correspond-
ing to the entire range of values of (0 - koz). Consider a particle orbit which passes through a particular
phase point (r, 0 - koz, p,). If for all values of (0 - kez) the curve of kor(p) exhibits cutoff behavior for
intermediate values of p. [as shown in Fig. 1(a)], then the set of phase points corresponding to a given particle
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orbit lies completely on one side of the intermediate cutoff region. Thus, elimination of particles in one simply-
connected region of permitted values of P does not result in physically unrealistic truncation of any particle
orbits.
Equilibrium distribution functions in which particles are present only in the large range of permitted
values of p2 have particular physical significance. They correspond to an intense relativistic electron beam
propagating primarily in the z direction which can be considered to evolve by adiabatic increase of 6B from
beams for which 6B = 0 and all particles have p, = -ybmVb.
The basis for the preceding assertions is now developed. In order to do so, it is necessary to consider the
Duffing equation for p2 which is obtained from the single-particle equation of motion9 ,16
d2 7 + I [!( 
- C 7 7+ (B)2=0, (47)dr2 2 i 2 BO
where rq = (kov 2/wco) - I = [p 2/(eBo/cko) - 11, r = wcot, wco = eBo/ymc, and the normalized invariant
C* is related to the axial invariant C2 by C* = (eBo/cko)-2C. The first integral of the Duffing equation is
2 d + U ( 7) = 0, (48)
The pseudopotential is U( 7) = V( 7) + C, where
V(7 7)'= r+ i[Q5B)- C]2 + 17, (49)
and
C = C2 + ( - p2). (50)
The normalized invariant p* is related to the energy invariant pO = (p+ p + p2)' by p* =pO/(eBo/ck).
Note that p* > I since wc/wo = [(eBo/ybmc)/koV] is less than or equal to one for the cases considered here.
This is significant because it ensures that the coefficient of (6B/Bo)2 in the expression for C is negative. The
allowed values of 7 (or equivalently p) for a particle correspond to negative values of U(r7). Consider the
dependence of V(r7) and C on the dynamical invariants of the motion. The quantity V( 7 ), and therefore the
shape of the pseudopotential U(i7), depends on the axial invariant. However, the value of the constant C, and
therefore the vertical position of the pseudopotential curve in Fig. 2, depends on both the axial invariant and
the energy invariant. Since the functional form of the solid beam equilibrium distribution function in Eq.(22)
specifies a single value of the axial invariant, but does not specify a single value of the energy invariant, the
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pseudopotential curves corresponding to Eq.(22) will all have the same shape but different vertical positions on
the pseudopotential diagram.
Figure 2 shows a selection of pseudopotential curves which are significantly distinct from one another, and
the associated phase space orbits in (?7, dr/dr) space. Figure 2(a) shows the case 6B = 0, for which particles
have two possible values of pz, i.e., either p, = -IbmV or pz = (2eBo/cko - IbmV). Note that in this singular
case the shape of the pseudopotential curve is independent of the energy invariant. Figures 2(b)-(e) show a
sequence of pseudopotential curves which correspond to an evolution toward beam-cyclotron resonance. Such
a sequence can be produced by increasing 6B/Bo, by reducing C*, or by some combination of the two. In this
regard, use is made of Eqs.(44), (49) and (50).
If and only if, for every particle in a given equilibrium distribution function, the pseudopotential curve
is of the type shown in Fig. 2(b) [or, in Fig. 2(a), as 6B -+ 0], will the corresponding set of curves of
kor(p) for all values of (0 - koz) be of the type shown in Fig. 1(a). Since the two allowable regions of
phase space are isolated from each other, it is permissible to consider distributions in which only one region
of phase space, or one simply connected region of pz in kor(p) contains particles. If the region of larger
(smaller) values of p, is occupied, then the limiting distribution as 6B -+ 0 is one in which all particles have
Pz = -bmVb(2eBo/cko - IbmV).
As a numerical example, in Fig. 3 we show a plot of the normalized radius koRb of the beam envelope
[Eq.(47)] versus (0 - koz) for several values of w/c/j and the choice of equilibrium parameters 6B/Bo = 0.01,
/ = 8/9, v/c 2 = 0.02, and wb = 0.75w. The normalized radius is determined from Eq.(47), where
kor(p) is calculated from Eq.(41) and Eqs.(38)-(40), subject to the restriction that if the curve of kor(p,) ex-
hibits the cutoff behavior indicated in Fig. 1(a), the range of values of p, from which the maximum is chosen
is limited to the singly-connected region of higher values of pz. For cases where this restriction applies, the
equilibrium distribution function can be considered to evolve by adiabatic increase of 6B from beams for which
6B = 0 and all particles have pz = -IbmV. For w/wo = 0.8 [Fig. 3(a)] and wc/j = 0.9 [Fig. 3(b)], the
curve of kor(p) exhibits the cutoff behavior indicated in Fig. 1(a), and the restriction stated above is imposed.
For wc/wo = 0.95 [Fig. 3(c)] and w,/4 = 1.0 [Fig. 3(d)], the curve kor(p) has real values only in one
singly-connected region of pz. The curve in Fig. 3(a) is approximated reasonably well by the approximate
nonresonant analysis in Ref. 8. The curve in Fig. 3(b) exhibits substantial deviation from the results of the
non-resonant approximation. Note in particular the difference between the portion of the curve in the range
0 < (0 - koz) < 7r and that in the range ir < (0 - koz) < 27r. For w/wo in the range between 0.9 and 0.95,
there is a transition in which the curve for kor(p) exhibits the cutoff behavior in Fig. 3(a) for some values of
(0 - koz) and that in Fig. 3(b) or Fig. 3(c) for other values of (0 - koz). The curves in Fig. 3(c) and Fig. 3(d)
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exhibit a reversal, relative to the curves of Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), of the region of (O - koz) in which the value
of koRb is larger than its value at (0 - koz) = 0, 7r, and that in which the value is smaller. The curves in Fig.
3(c) and Fig. 3(d) cannot be approximated by the nonresonant analysis of Ref. 8. In comparing the curves in
Fig. 3 with those in Fig. 1 of Ref. 8, note that there is a sign error in the latter curves which results from the
omission [in Eq.(30) of Ref. 8] of a minus sign preceding the term ARb sin(0 - kcoz).
We conclude this section by emphasizing that the theoretical analysis developed here can be used to cal-
culate the equilibrium properties of a helically modulated solid electron beam propagating in an equilibrium
magnetic field prescribed by Eqs.(1) and (2) without imposing any approximations other than those implicit in
the magnetic field configuration assumed.
B. A nnular Electron Beam
As an example of a helically modulated annular electron beam, we consider the case where f2(C-, Ch, C.)
has the form [cf. Eq. (11)]
f = N.6(C _ - b 2v2)
x 6(Ch - QO)6(Cz - C.0), (51)
where Co = -eBoRg/2c = const., and N, is a positive constant. This distribution function is similar to the
annular beam equilibrium distribution function considered in Ref. 8. The principal difference is the form of
the factor containing the axial invariant, i.e., 6(C - Co) instead of 6(Co - lbmV). The development of
expressions for moments of the distribution function, such as the equilibrium density profile, no = f fid3 p,
and the determination of the beam boundaries is facilitated by certain transformations of variables, which we
now describe.
A point in configuration space, r, (0 - koz), lies within the beam if the equations which result from
the simultaneous vanishing of the arguments of the three delta-functions in the distribution function have a
simultaneous solution for real values of the momentum components. For a particular value of (0 - koz), the
beam boundaries R- are the minimum and maximum values of r for which solutions exist. The argument of
the first delta-function, (Ci - y m2 vg), subject to the vanishing of that of the third, can be replaced by the
quantity p2 + p2 2 + p = p2, where p2 = [(ybmv2) + (,,bmV) 21. This replacement does not change the
beam boundaries or the moments of the distribution function. It does simplify the development of expressions
for moments of the distribution function and the determination of the beam boundaries. The reason for this is
that the equation which results from the vanishing of the modified argument represents a surface in momentum
space which is a sphere whose radius is independent of r and (0 - kqz),i.e., the energy-invariant surface. The
equation corresponding to the vanishing of the original argument represents a surface in momentum space
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which is more complicated and which is a function of (0 - koz). Accordingly, instead of Eq.(51), we consider
the equivalent distribution function
S= N1%6(p 2 - p )o(Ch - C)6(C -C.), (52)
where p2 = p2 + p2 + p2. The equation which results from the vanishing of the argument, (Ch - C), of the
second delta-function in Eq.(51) can be expressed as
(kr)po +p = koh(r, 0 - kz) (53)
where
kAh(r, 0 - koz) = eBO [(kor)2 - (kORo) 2]
ckD
ee5B
+ YbMVb - (kor) sin(O - koz). (54)cko
This equation represents a surface in momentum space which is a plane. The perpendicular to the plane from
the origin lies in the po-pz plane. Its polar angle from the pz axis, which we denote by E , is given by
E = tan-[1 + (kor)2] (55)
where 0 < 9 < 7r. The perpendicular distance of the plane from the origin is a function of r and
(0 - koz). The equation which results from the vanishing of the argument of the third delta function of Eq.(52),
(C - Czo), represents a surface in momentum space which is a right parabolic cylinder. Its generators are
perpendicular to the p, axis. Their direction depends on (0 - koz).
For a given value of (0 - koz), the problem of determining the intersection in momentum space is a
four-dimensional problem. If r is also specified, it is a three-dimensional problem. The dimensionality of the
problem can be reduced to two (or to one if r is specified) by exploiting the geometry of the invariant surfaces
in momentum space. The intersection of the three surfaces is equivalent to the intersection of the axial invariant
surface (the right parabolic cylinder) with the circle defined by the intersection of the energy invariant surface
(the sphere) with the helical invariant surface (the plane). We henceforth refer to this circle as the circle of
intersection. A point on the circle of intersection is specified by two variables, r and the azimuthal angle around
the circle, which we denote by 4'. The intersection of the axial invariant surface with the circle of intersection is
described analytically by an equation in the two variables, r and 4', which we denote by
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Q(r, O') = 0. (56)
These considerations show that the development of expressions for moments of the distribution function
and the determination of the beam boundaries will be aided by the use of a rotated cylindrical coordinate sys-
tem in momentum space. Consider Fig. 4, which shows the energy and helical invariant surfaces and the rotated
coordinate system. The cylindrical axis of the rotated coordinate system, pz,. lies on the perpendicular from the
origin to the helical invariant surface, directed toward it. The cartesian axis pr, coincides with the pr axis, and
the third cartesian axis, pos, is chosen so that the set (pr', po,, pr,) forms a right-handed coordinate system. The
azimuthal angle #' is measured from the p,., axis. The rotated cylindrical coordinates are (ps,, #', pz').
We have already stated the dependence of E on r in Eq.(55). The rotated cylindrical coordinates of the
circle of intersection are (p_'o, 0', pz'o), where
pz'o = kh[l + (kor)~~, (57)
and
P±'0 = (P2 - 21. (58)
The transformation between the original and transformed cylindrical coordinates (p,, 4, Pz) and (pr', #', Pz,) is
given by the equations
Pr = Pr' (59)
po = cos po, + sin Ep,, (60)
Pz = - sin ftpe + cos Ep_,. (61)
We now use the rotated cylindrical coordinate system to obtain an expression for the equilibrium density
profile, n0 - f d3pf (C±, C, C'), for the distribution function in Eq. (52). Note first that the helical invariant
surface is described analytically by p, = const. The argument of the second delta-function is given in the
rotated cylindrical coordinate system by
C- = ko '[1 + (kor)2 J(p, _ pz'O). (62)
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The argument of the first delta-function can be expressed as (p2, - p2 ,o). Thus we obtain
fo = Nko '[1 + (kr)2]-j6(p2 _ 2
X 6(pz- p,o)6(C; - C0). (63)
The invariant volume element d3p expressed in terms of the rotated cylindrical coordinate system is pjdpjdo'dp,,.
Introducing the transformed expressions for fJ and dp into the definition of nb and performing the integra-
tions with respect to p_, and p2,, we obtain
n = -Nko[1 + (k r)2]-j
b 21
X f d#'6[Cz(0') - Go]. (64)
Here C,() denotes the function of r, (0 - koz) and O' obtained by expressing the axial invariant given in
Eq.(6) in terms of the rotated cylindrical coordinate system and introducing the substitutions p1 , = p±'o and
pz, = p,,o. We represent the delta-function in Eq.(62) in the form
6[] = r - (65)
where the sum is over the roots of the equation
-C = 0. (66)
Note that this equation is equivalent to Eq.(56). For points r, (0 - koz) within the beam, the equation has two
roots in the range 0 < 4' < 21r. At the beam boundaries there is one root, which corresponds to the tangency
of the axial invariant surface (the parabolic cylinder) and the circle of intersection. Outside the beam there are
no roots. Finally, performing the integration with respect to 4', we obtain
n = NkO[1 + (kor)2 --
X 5(67)
{n} )
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We now give an explicit expression for Q(r, 0') [= C2(#') - Co],which is required both for the moments
of the distribution function and the beam boundaries. That expression is
Q(r,#0')= 2 -P, 2 + X -A, (68)
where
C = ('tmV - eBo/cko), (69)
p = cos E pio - sin Epio sin 0' - eBo/cko, (70)
2e6B
X = 2eBSin(O - koz)(cos EOpLo sin 0' + sin EOp,,o), (71)
A = cos(O - koz)pio cos #'. (72)cko
The quantities E, p±'o, and pz'o are given in terms of r and (0 - koz) by Eqs. (55), (57), and (58).
We now determine the beam boundaries. The most direct method is to search numerically for solutions
of Eq.(56) [or, equivalently, Eq.(64)] in the range 0 < #' < 27r for given values of r, increasing from zero.
An alternative method is based on the consideration that the beam boundaries correspond to the tangency of
the axial invariant equation with the circle of intersection. Equivalently, the beam boundaries correspond to
the tangency of the curve described by Q(r, 4') as a function of #' with the #' axis. This condition in turn
corresponds to the simultaneous solution of Eq.(56) and
)Q(r, #') = 0. (73)
Numerical solution of this set of equations is required. Newton's method is appropriate. To avoid spurious solu-
tions, it is helpful to calculate first a case far from resonance, for which the approximate analytic expressions for
R as a function of (0 - koz) developed by Davidson and Uhm in Ref. 8 are available. Experience has shown
that ' ~ 37r/2 for such cases. We then proceed to the case of interest by gradual evolution of appropriate
parameters of the problem with repeated solution of the set of equations, Eqs. (54) and (71). For example, if
we are interested in the exact condition of resonance, for which wc/wo = 1, we begin calculations with nominal
values of all parameters except wcu. That parameter is initially assigned a value which is sufficiently less than
unity that the nonresonant approximation of Ref. 8 is valid.
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As a numerical example, in Fig. 5 we show a plot of the normalized radius koRb of the inner and outer
beam envelopes versus (0 - koz) [from Eqs.(56) and (73)] for the choice of parameters 6B/Bo = 0.01, koRo =
0.5, V2/c 2 = 8/9, vo/c = 0.01, and uc/wo = 0.9 [Fig. 5(a)], wc/Wl = 0.915 [Fig. 5(b)], wc/wo = 0.98
[Fig. 5(c)], and w,/jo = 1 [Fig. 5(d)]. The case wc/wo = 0.9 [Fig. 5(a)] is sufficiently far removed from beam-
cyclotron resonance that the results can be modelled approximately by the analytic estimates in Ref. 8. On the
otherhand, for wc/ub = 0.98 [Fig. 5(c)], the system is sufficiently close to beam-cyclotron resonance that the
modulation of the inner- and outer-beam envelopes has grown to large amplitude. Indeed, from Figs. 5(c) and
5(d), the modulation of the inner beam boundary is sufficiently large amplitude that ORb/a(0 - koz) develops
a discontinuity at (0 - koz) = (2n + 1)7r/2, n = 0, ±1, ±2, ..., although Rb(0 - koz) remains continuous.
In comparing the curves in Fig. 5 with those in Fig. 2 of Ref. 8, we note that there is a sign error in the latter
curves which results from the inclusion [in Eqs.(68) and (69) of Ref. 8] of a minus sign in the first terms of the
expressions given for r- and ri-.
We conclude this section by emphasizing that the theoretical analysis developed here can be used to calcu-
late the equilibrium properties of a helically modulated annular electron beam propagating in an equilibrium
magnetic field prescribed by Eqs.(1) and (2) without imposing any approximations other than those implicit in
the magnetic field configuration assumed.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper extends the development of a self-consistent kinetic description of helically distorted relativistic
electron beam equilibria for free electron laser applications to include particular conditions of beam propaga-
tion which are of considerable practical interest. Radially confined equilibria are considered for a helically dis-
torted electron beam propagating in the combined transverse wiggler and uniform axial guide fields described
by B0 = B0o2 + 6B = Bo2, - 6B cos k0ez - 6B sin ko2, where B = const., 6B = const., and No =
27r/ko = const. is the axial wavelength of the wiggler field. It is assumed that the beam density and current
are sufficiently small that the equilibrium self fields can be neglected in comparison with B). In this context,
it is found that there are three useful (and exact) invariants (Ci, Ch, C,) associated with single-particle motion
in the equilibrium field BR , + 6B. These invariants are used to construct radially confined Vlasov equilibria
F2(C L, Ch, C) for an intense relativistic electron beam propagating in the z-direction. Examples of both solid
and hollow beam equilibria have been considered (Secs. II and III) and it is shown that the transverse wiggler
field can have a large modulational influence on the beam envelope, depending on the size of 6B/B. In the
present work, no a priori assumption is made that the gyrofrequency (we, = eBo/-bymc) of electron motion in
the guide field and the frequency of axial electron motion (Lo = koVb) in the wiggler field are well separated.
Thus the condition of beam-cyclotron resonance with wo ~ w, can be treated. Numerical procedures for the
determination of boundaries of both solid and hollow beam equilibria are developed, and calculations of solid
and hollow beam boundaries at resonance are presented in Sec. III.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig.1 Illustrative behavior of k)r(p) versus p, [Eq.(41)]: (a) Cutoff behavior at extreme and intermediate values
of p; (b) Cutoff behavior at extreme values of p, with two maxima; (c) Cutoff behavior at extreme values
of pz with one maximum.
Fig.2 Illustrative behavior of pseudopotential U( 7) versus r7 and corresponding phase space orbits (q, do/dr)
[Eq.(48)] for 6B = 0 in (a), and 6B = 0 in (b)-(e). Figures show: (b) Two distinct permitted regions of
motion; (c) Boundary between case of two distinct permitted regions of motion and one permitted region
of motion; (d) One permitted region of motion, and pseudopotential with two minima; (e) One permitted
region of motion, and pseudopotential with one minimum.
Fig.3 Plot of koRb [Eq.(47)] versus (0 - koz) for 6B/Bo = 0.01, V2/c 2 = 8/9, v2/c 2 = 0.02, w/wo = 0.75,
and (a) wc/uk = 0.8, (b) wc/A = 0.9, (c) w/c = 0.95 and (d) wc/aj = 1.0.
Fig.4 Energy and helical invariant surfaces and rotated coordinate system for annular beam equilibrium.
Fig.5 Plot of normalized radius koRb of the inner and outer beam envelopes versus (0 - koz) [Fqs.(56) and (73)]
for 6B/Bo = 0.01, k0R 0 = 0.5, V2/c 2 = 8/9, vo/c = 0.01, and (a)wc/Lgj = 0 9, (b)wc/wo = 0.915,
(c)wc/o = 0.98 and (d)wc/uj = 1.0.
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